A Message From the President
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President's Message I want to start by saying thank you to all of our volunteers,
donors, and supporters that have made Shin Shin Educational
Foundation (SSEF) what it is over the past 13 years. We could
࡚ਮॎგ
not have provided as many impoverished, yet deserving,
School Renovation
children to receive improved facilities and better educational
programs in rural China as we have without your support,
Ᏸਮ೩ࢊॎგ whether it was donated time, energy, or funds. Everything we
Facility Improvement accomplished was because of your passion, commitment and
dedication.
ෂོޥᄂ፺Ҭ Our Foundation, with the mission to reduce disparity in the
quality of education between metropolitan and rural regions,
University Outreach continued to help children in rural China realize their dreams in
Program
2010. To recap this year's significant accomplishments:
- Completed the construction and renovation of six schools
़ᇭ/Ⴋသৱၥஉଋ - Improved facilities and provided basic educational equipment
for 88 schools
English and Computer - Distributed 13,550 books to 36 Shin Shin schools
Teachers Training
- Furnished ten libraries and reading rooms in seven provinces
- Delivered 214 computers and related equipment to 24 schools
ყਪॎგ
- Provided English and computer teachers training (ECTT)
program to 178 teachers from 154 schools
Literacy Program
- Initiated the first eLearning pilot trial in Hunan Provinces
- Partnered with 3 Chinese Universities (Peking, Tsinghua, and
רঈޟဎώ
Fudan) with their "summer social work and practice" program
The Volunteers
- Started the application process to establish a Shin Shin
Representative Office in China
ᄢौ
From July to October, I had the opportunity to be a part of the
The Financials
ECTT program and visited 13 Shin Shin schools in remote
villages in Hunan, Guizhou, Sichuan, and Shanxi Provinces.
During these trips, the positive impact made by our Foundation
2011ԑޟఖ
was evident and numerous praises made by teachers,
Looking Forward
principals, and government officials to our Foundation were
clear indications that we have been making a significant impact.
౩!ٱBoard Members:
By touching the lives of children who are most desperately in
ᇂσϽ!David Tsang
need, we've been able to create a lasting imprint in their hearts
ԧΡ!Sandy Chau
and minds and a simple truth - that there are people who care,
৸σᡣ!Ta-Lin Hsu
ଽҝಈ!Roger Kao
care about their lives and care enough to journey across
ᠻᏴ!Hsing Kung
oceans and continents to help them.
ቓၖϛ!Tally Liu
"We ourselves feel that what we are doing is just a drop in the
Λҗኊ!Steve Ting
ocean, but the ocean would be less because of that missing
дσԙ!Chester Wang
drop. We can do no great things, only small things with great
नۣ៌!Kris Wang
love." (Mother Teresa)
ᝯ߇!Betty Yuan
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Yours In Shin Shin Service,
Steve Ting, President
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ޟԙݎȄ
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2010ԑޟԙᕼԃήȈ
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.!Йۖݠݠϛᒲٱޟҧۣٱ
ϬԑΜТՍΪТȂרԤ۷ϠΟӵߝؓᒲޟ
़ᇭႫသఀৱஉଋੲȂζӵࠒȃິԎȃѲύ
ȃЅόՙ้ࣸӋ୰ΟΪέܚሉόୢݠݠޟ
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ࢷฒݲԙלȄרঈலலฒݲୈѼσٱޟȂ
ծרঈџоҢѼσޟདྷўୈؐΙӇٱȄ#!
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School Renovation
The construction of six previously-committed
schools were completed in 2010. Renovations
for another four new schools are set to begin. In
addition, we continue to complete the schools
and reading rooms we furnished in the areas
affected by the May 2008 Sichuan earthquake.

ݠݠӵ3121ԑᇄѲܚᏰਮ᛫घȂۖଢ଼
ώ࡚ȂϷտӵࠒȃິԎЅԊᔕࣸȄ
ӣਢζᡛԝΟӵࠒՙȃѲύȃߧ
ЅԊᔕׇࣸޟώޟϲܚᏰਮȄѪѴҢӴ
Ꭺஅߜ࡚അޟӴᎪୢޟᏰਮᇄყਪࡉζ
ׇࣺԙȄ

New Desks and Chairs in the New Classroom

Facility Improvement
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Improving basic school facilities have always been Shin Shin's top
priority. Such improvements include clean classrooms without leaky
roofs, equipments for providing drinking water, dormitories,
restrooms and playgrounds, desks, chairs, chalkboards and
bookcases. Athletic equipment and art equipment was also sent to
these schools to provide a more holistic educational experience.
Shin Shin started computer lab program since 2005 and brought
computers to over 208 classrooms; 24 more computer labs were
furnished in 2010. Introducing computers to these children had a
profound impact. Most students had never been outside their village
or town. With computers and the Internet, these children were able
to connect to and explore a whole new world far beyond their tiny
village. In addition to computers and printers, we also provided
multimedia equipments including projectors, recorders, and other
audio/visual equipments. All Shin Shin schools are encouraged to
apply for the funds with itemization and cost breakdown. We
carefully review and evaluate the needs of the schools before we
approve the grant. With the donations from individual donors and
Google Inc. Charitable Giving Fund of Tides Foundation, we were
able to spend a total of $304K on this category in 2010.

ݠݠఀىஅߜོޟശತҬהޟఖϛሉӴୢޟᏰ็ঈ
֯ԤၶޟٹਪᕗცȄଶΟ࡚ᇄও⠨ਮѴȂஅߜོᗙ
ඪ៉ࡣټஅߜ࣏Ᏸਮ໌Ι؏ޟшᄂӇϱৠȂᡐఀᏰ
ᕗცȂٮඪଽఀᏰશ፴Ȅஅߜོ࣏ݠݠᏰਮᆰওఀࡉȃਮ
༪ȃᐇൟȃኁ!!ܘЫ೩രȃࡐഥȃॵஆȃஜЅඃܚȇ
ညᒲϴࡉਹාȃᏰҡ፞ਹාȃ༃ݖȃਪᘣЅᏰҡחȇё
ΰၼଢ଼Ꮲȃӻ൬ᬅ೩രȃॱዅछᇆᗐ೩രЅऋᏰᏢ
ȂٺᏰҡԤׇछޟᏰಬငᡛȄؐݠݠܚᏰਮ֯џҧȂ
ငႆᝒਿቷਯࡣีܹȄݠݠՌ3116ԑଔ։࣏ۖݠݠ
ᏰਮᗊີႫသȂఖࡆޟݠݠυঈџоᙤႫသᇄᆩၯٖ
юόୢȂញڗሉᗯޟжࣨȄרঈϬԑάଚΟႫသΠ
ΪѲܚᏰਮȄཐᗂএΡਖޱᇄّᅈϴѧඪޟټȂ຺
ႆέΪޟၥߜଚڗΟΙԻӻݠݠܚᏰਮȄ

University Outreach Program

఼σᏰᏰҡӵࠒᖞᒲޟেхᕊ
Summer Camp by Tsinghua University Students

ᄉཱིޟЀᄯѮᇄ౨ൟ!!Brand New Courtyard
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By partnering with three local Chinese universities, a select group of college students
were able to visit Shin Shin schools in the summer of 2010. 12 students from Peking
University visited 15 Qinghai schools to survey the school's current condition and to
understand the effect of Shin Shin's programs; 24 students from Tsinghua University
visited one Hunan school, conducted a two-week summer camp that included
language, speech, writing, math, computer, English, art and physical education; 28
students from Fudan University visited seven Hunan schools, taught teachers basic
computer application and maintenance skills, and use of multimedia equipment for
teaching. This program increased our understanding of Shin Shin schools, motivated
Shin Shin students to learn, and provided tools to help the teachers. For those college
students, this program gave them first hand experience and insight into the life of
children in these remote regions, which heightened their desire to do more to help the
disadvantaged children.

ϬԑݠݠΠԑᇄϱσᏰღᡝӫհȂӫтঈ౪Ԥޟෂོޥᄂ፺ҬȂݠݠၥօӬ՞າҢȂٲσᏰҡԙΟרঈ
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English and Computer Teachers Training
2010 marked the sixth year of the English Teachers Training, and the first year for
Computer teachers training. This year's training program was held from July 3 to August
14 at the Hunan Science and Technology Vocational College in Changsha, Hunan
Province. The goal of this six week long English and Computer Teacher Training (ECTT)
was to provide English and Computer skills training for Shin Shin primary school teachers,
so that they could provide better quality English and Computer teaching to the students of
their remote, rural classrooms. In total we have trained 178 elementary school teachers
from 154 Shin Shin schools. Among them 81 attended the English training and 104
attended Computer training. Our partner school, Hunan Science and Technology Institute
designed and conducted the training. For English training, subjects were taught speaking,
listening, reading, English teaching methods, etc. In addition, courses on class teaching
practice, notebook computer basics, and teaching English with music were offered. For
the Computer training, subjects were taught Internet basics, LAN setup and maintenance,
Microsoft Office application, and Computer English.
Our new president, Mr. Steve Ting, together with his wife Jeannie, embarked on an
exciting journey to Hunan - to volunteer as assistant teachers for the ECTT program.
Aaron Zhou, a 16-year-old Mission San Jose high school student, also volunteered as
assistant teacher. Together, they taught trainees oral English class, English teaching
methods, 900 sentences in English, and conducted daily one-on-one coaching sessions.
In addition, Six of the Synaptics Inc. Shanghai employees volunteered to assist the ECTT
program onsite. They helped trainees to increase their skills in English and computer
skills, developed and provided classroom activities for trainees including discussion and
role play, and extracurricular activities. They also facilitated an evening tutoring program
for English training and Computer labs, organized weekend activities for trainees and
helped to monitor trainees progress in the ECTT program. This team also conducted
thorough feedback surveys for the ECTT program in order to help improve the program
for future students. The participating trainees were thoroughly touched and motivated by
the program and they have not only learned new methods of teaching, they pledged to
reciprocate the Shin Shin volunteering spirit.

Literacy Program
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With the support of Cupertino Rotary Endowment, we
completed delivering 38,000 books in May for the 2009 book
program. The 2010 Literacy Program continued to deliver books
and reading rooms to Shin Shin schools. For the reading
rooms, we provided books, computer and printer, bookshelves,
tables and chairs, based on the schools' request. Partially
supported by the Chase Community Giving Campaign grant of
$25,000, nine reading rooms and one reading corner were
furnished in Yunnan, Hubei, Shaanxi, Shanxi, Sichuan, Hunan
Xiangxi, and Chongqing. Additionally, 36 schools in 15
provinces received books, which benefited 14000 students. This
book delivery completed our initial goal of one book per student
for all Shin Shin schools, which was set at four years ago.
ཐᗂ৲ѿᎈޥЛࡻȂרঈӵϬԑϤТװ2009ԑॎგޟέΤνҏყਪଚڗέ
ӻ՝ࡆݠݠυঈޟЙΰȄ2010ԑޟყਪॎგѓࢂΟᎧ។ࡉ)Ꭷ។ُ*Ѕყਪޟቨ
ଚȄΪݠݠܚᏰਮுڗΟ࡚ҳΙܚᎧ។ࡉܚሯौޟਪᙤȃႫသȃਪ࢜ЅਹාȄѪ
ѴԤέΪϲܚᏰਮԝڗΟᜒਪȂٺΙѲνӪᏰ็ڧઉȄ2010ԑޟଚਪॎგׇԙ
ΟݠݠѲԑࠉҳήޟ#ΙΡΙਪ#ޟҬȂ຺ႆΪϤҏޟਪଚݠݠڗᏰਮȄ

़ᇭᇄႫသৱၥஉଋ
Ϭԑרঈϲԑᖞᒲ़ᇭৱၥஉଋȂ
ΙԩᖞᒲႫသৱၥஉଋȄϬԑޟৱၥ
உଋܻΜТέРՍΤТΪѲРӵࠒࣸ
ߝؓѿࠒऋᙛཾᏰᖞȄԩ࣏
ϲ໊ޟஉଋҬ۠ԟ࣏Ӓݠݠω
ᏰఀৱঈඪټஉଋȂᔓօтঈ़໌ᇭ
ڷႫသᔖҢఀᏰޟȂЅڎര౪фϽ
ၥଉЅყਪᆓ౩ȄרঈϬԑΙӓஉ
ଋΟپՌΙԻϤΪѲݠݠܚωᏰޟΙԻ
ΜΪΤӪఀৱȂڏϛԤΤΪΙӪёΟ
़ᇭஉଋȂΙԻႭѲӪёΟႫသஉଋ
Ȅ़ᇭஉଋ೩፞แѓࢂοᇭȂ᠙ΨȂ
ᎧȂᆠȂቸհȂఀݲȂႫသఀᏰȂ
ᄂ፺፞Ȃடড়ᖿ৴้ȄႫသஉଋ೩፞
แѓࢂᆩၯஅᙃఀแȂᆩಢ࡚ᇄᆰ
៖ᄂҢఀแȂႫသலҢώڎᡝఀแȂ
ᒲϴᄂȈѓࢂMicrosoft OfficeٺޟҢ
ᇄᇧհ้ȇоЅႫသ़ᇭȄ

ݠݠႫသՂৱஉଋੲ
Computer Teachers' Teaching
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ϲྑޟछёԎଽϛҡAaron ZhouȄӵ
ࠒᐊӈօఀڍޟএϱȂтঈҢҡ
ଢ଼ࣀዑޟఀᏰПԒ࣏Ᏸষঈᖿ௲Οᇭॱ
ȂοᇭᄇၗȂ़ᇭΞԻѯȂ़ᇭఀᏰП
ݲȄтঈҢಢᙑ፞ஆଆ፣ُڷՓᅋپ
ჂᓾᏰষঈጛಬᇳ़ᇭȂؐЈఏՌಬࡣ
ᗙ࣏Ᏸষ໌এտሄᏲȇ፞ᎷਢᇄᏰ
ষঈ໌৴ፙོȂΟ၌ᏰষঈᄇᏰಬڷ
ҡࣀޟІ㕞Ȃ༈ሎޟݠݠဎώᆠડȄѪ
ѴཱིࡦऋऋϴѧԤϲӪӵΰϷϴѧ
ޟষώؐΡ࣏ৱၥஉଋ݈Ι໊Ȃ
ȂтঈᐊӈޟᙛԤᔓօᏰষඪЀ़
ᇭڷႫသȂڞօಢᙑ፞ஆоЅ፞Ѵ
ࣀଢ଼ȂڞօఏՌಬਢ़ޟᇭএտሄᏲЅ
ႫသΰᐠᐇհሄᏲȂಢᙑᏰষё୰ڢ
፡ࢥȂϷݙ፡ࢥ୰ڷڢᄇৱၥஉଋ໌
Ӓ७ຟեȄᏰষঈڧཐଢ଼Ȃӵ৴ፙོ
ΰՌีӴӫ୮ଔΟଢ଼ΡޟᅈԢȺཐޟ
ЖȻȂߒٮҰӱڗՌϏஈఀޟ໐ᚊࡣȂ
ζौᏰಬݠݠဎώȂװዅܻօΡޟዥ
ளᏰҡ٘ڷޟΡȄ
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The Volunteers
Our current volunteers are mostly overseas Chinese located in San
Francisco Bay Area. Most are working or retired professionals
devoting their own personal money and time on Shin Shin projects,
including frequent trips to visit schools in the rural countryside of
China. All volunteers honor the Shin Shin culture of not receiving
any monetary compensation for their efforts, and follow the
established ethic code and standards. We are gradually expanding
the volunteer base to include China-based teams. Currently, we
have teams based in Beijing and Shanghai working on specific
Shin Shin projects such as the books program, Shin Shin school
visits by students from Tsinghua University, Peking University and
Fudan University in 2010. Shin Shin started a new partnership
model between non-profit organization and Corporation with
Synaptics Inc. Synaptics's Shanghai employees volunteered for the
onsite English/Computer Teachers Training program. Synaptics
also conducted fundraising for Shin Shin, with Chairman Francis
Lee creating an employee matching donation program. In addition,
through the Chase Community Giving Campaign on Facebook,
Shin Shin volunteers organized an active effort to gain Facebook
fans' votes. We also used this popular social networking platform
to promote Shin Shin's cause on education and shared our success
stories. We were able to connect with other non-profit organizations
with similar goals to explore future partnerships.

ݠݠ౪Ԥޟဎώӻј՞ӵᙟߜόᢊୢޟӵᙛܖଝӄޟѴ
၂Ȃ࣏ݠݠюᓀюΨȂѓࢂϛሉ֨Ӵୢݠݠޟ
ᏰਮȄܚԤဎώฒᙛȂٮᒳԈݠݠМϽȄݠݠ౪ӵғ
ӵംᅚޟᘗϛޟဎώတȂӵѕٵᇄΰԤဎώڞօყਪ
ॎგЅσᏰҡෂЛఀᄂ፺ॎგȄέܚϛޣӪσᏰ఼ȃ
ѕσȃЅඈҍޟσᏰҡցҢෂ࣏ݠݠᏰਮ݈ȄϬԑݠݠ
ᇄሬӌཾཱིࡦऋऋϴѧӫհȂഺΟߨᕊցಢᙑᇄӌཾ
ޟཏӫհཱིԒȄཱིࡦऋԤϲӪӵΰϷϴѧޟষώ
ᇄৱၥஉଋॎგᐊӈဎώȂтঈϷ॓ࠒߝؓȂؐΡ࣏ৱၥ
உଋ݈Ι໊Ȅӣਢཱིࡦऋޟষώᗙ࣏ݠݠಢᙑᝰȂϴѧ
ီߝٱӑҡᄇষώਖ໌ӒϾپჂᓾσড়ਖȄཱི
ࡦऋޟဎώঈζ࣏ݠݠৱၥஉଋܚளོޥޟپਝઉཐȂ
ߒҰᗙ៉ᇄݠݠӫհȂЛࡻϛ֨ሉӴୢޟఀىȄ
ݠݠζӰ࣏ᇄछσሚӵᖛਪΰޟᝰШᗉȂᙤᆩ
ၯޟΨ໔๖ᜋΟཱི݉ЄЅڏт࣏ϛఀىֆΨޟཏಢᙑȂ
הఖоࡣԤӫհᐠོȄ

Shin Shin Volunteers at the Annual Picnic Event
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11/1/2009 to 10/31/2010

Source of Funds
We were fortunate to have received
$2,429,490
60,000 shares of stock (worth $1.5M)
Others
Chase
from Fortinet, courtesy of our Chairman
231,486
25,000
Plus Charitable Trust
David Tsang. We were able to fund
59,900
additional facility improvement this year
Foundation
due to the generous grant of $500K Tides500,000
from the Google Inc. Charitable Giving
Cupertino Rotary
76,000
Fund of Tides Foundation.

Use of Funds
$703,525
Essay Contest
11,607 Administrative School Construction
75,000
18,918

Earthquake Rebuilt
106,398
University Outreach
11,204
Teachers Training
41,287

David Tsang
1,537,104

Literacy Program
134,771

Computer Equipment
104,303

Facility Improvement
200,037

Looking Forward

2011ԑޟఖ

In the coming year, we plan to continue building and renovating schools. Our
projects will be focused on not only improving the facilities, but also improving
the overall educational experience for these children. In addition, we will
submit a formal application to establish a Shin Shin representative in China
so that we can stay closer to our schools and children, and as a result
understand and serve them better. We also plan to determine whether the
low-cost, low-maintenance eLearning computing program we piloted this year
can be rolled out across multiple Shin Shin schools. Because our ECTT
program was so successful, we will evaluate adding a second training site in
China. We will continue to partner with local Chinese universities, recruiting
college students as the extended volunteer workforce during their summer
break, to help Shin Shin serve the schools and students better. Based on our
excellent experience working with Rotary, Google, and Chase, we plan to
apply major grants from other foundations.
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